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The conservation of modern metals–such as aluminium,
stainless, and weathering steels–used as materials of
contemporary works of art is a major challenge for
conservators and curators. The recent application of these
metals, in use since the beginning of the nineteenth century,
makes for the lack of conservative measurements and
conservation programs on such materials.
In order to achieve this, a detailed identification, characterisation of the fabrication techniques, and the study of
these metals’ deterioration is required. In her book, Virginia
Costa embraces the hard challenge of bridging this gap.
Virginia Costa proposes to “provide basic knowledge to
professionals dealing with modern metals” and to attain
this, Costa structured the book in three parts with eleven
chapters. The first part considers basic concepts of metals
and alloys–nature, properties, and characterisation. The
second part includes a description of a selected set of metal
alloys detailing the metallurgical background, designation,
properties and applications, deterioration, characterisation,
and conservation-related literature. The last part is devoted
to surface coatings and includes the description of the main
metallic and conversion coatings processes. The book ends
with a glossary of key terms.
Chapters 1 and 2 of the first part of the book are very
detailed, written in a clear and accessible language for nonexperts in material science. Furthermore, these chapters,
as well as all others, are extremely well illustrated, which
constitutes one of the book strengths. The illustrations and
schemes are well thought and executed. The third chapter,
dedicated to the characterisation of metals and to their
conservation condition, is brief and has some incomplete

parts. The chapter is divided into visual inspection and
analysis, however, some imperative exams and analysis
currently used for characterisation of metals and their
deterioration [1], such as X-ray diffraction and radiography
are missing. Nonetheless, radiography is used to illustrate
manufacturing methods in later chapters.
Metallic alloys are considered in the second part of the
book. Virginia Costa focus on aluminium alloys, copper alloys,
stainless steels, titanium alloys, weathering steels, and zinc
alloys. The metallurgical background, designation, properties,
and applications, are clearly described and illustrated. The
exercise of summarizing the deterioration description and
the metals characterisation is complex, and, for some of the
selected metals it would be important to detail them, e.g.
the visual characterisation of corroded copper alloys (p. 73).
However, Virginia Costa always adds references allowing to
complete and detail the information. The conservation related
literature although not exhaustive, covers wide situations of
the use and alteration of the mentioned metals.
The last part of the book is devoted to surface coatings
(metallic and conversion). Chapter 10 considers the description
of processes such as electroplating (continuous plating, brush
plating, alloy plating, plating on plastics, electroforming),
electroless plating, and hot dipping (zinc hot dipping, hotdip tinning, lead-alloy hot dipping, aluminium hot dipping).
Chapter 11 approaches conversion coatings namely anodizing,
chromate conversion coatings, and phosphate conversion
coatings. The processes explanation is followed by a brief
description of the structures, properties, and the coatings
application. The processes description is succinct but clear
and the examples of the applications well illustrated.
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This book is certainly a valuable addition to the bookshelves
of metal conservators and curators, and a useful foundation for
conservation students, in their first contact with these areas.
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